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Abstract 

The performance evaluation of local server, especially the performance of the serial port, 
internet connection and also the database functions, running over the 32-bit Windows XP 
Embedded is a part of control and monitoring system. This system consists of Wireless Sensor 
Network, Local Server, Data Transfer (via the Internet), Main Server and Clients. The 
WinXPe is lighter environment and the Local Server acts as gateway software that 
communicates between wireless sensor networks. The gateway software is Windows based 
application that is developed with the help of MFC of Visual Studio. The performance of 
serial port is verified through comparison of packet error rate under both Windows XP and 
Windows XP Embedded. The performances of database functions are verified through 
comparison of time spend to create table, insert value, delete table, delete specific values of 
table, and update table, etc. under both 64-bit and 32-bit system.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Purpose of the Thesis 

The purpose of the thesis is to evaluate the performance of the Local Server over the 
Windows XP Embedded (WinXPe) which previously ran over Windows XP (WinXP). 
Especially the performance of serial port, internet connection and the database should be 
evaluated. The WinXPe is a much lighter environment compared with WinXP. The Local 
Server acts as the gateway software. It communicates with the help of internet web service 
between wireless sensor networks. The gateway software is Windows based application. 

1.2. Introduction 

The most compatible embedded system with the WinXP operating system is the WinXPe 
system. It needs less memory space and also has fewer hardware requirements. The first task 
is to find an embedded computer from market and install XPe system over it. The second task 
is to install MySQL server with ODBC connector over the same system. We should develop a 
sample database and verify the performance of database functions by running different 
queries. The third task is the verification of stability and functionality of peripherals, 
especially the internet connection and the serial port of the WinXPe. In case of internet 
connection evaluation, the system should be as competent as to connect the network via Wifi, 
3G dongle or Ethernet. Finally, the verification of function and stability of the local server 
(that is windows base application) over the 32-bit WinXPe system should be carried out. 
During the evaluation, the following installation guides also included in this thesis. 

1. Installation guide of WinXPe over the embedded computer 
2. Installation guide of MySQL server with ODBC connector on XPe 

First chapter is the introduction of the thesis. The second chapter includes the selection of the 
embedded computer, introduction of WinXPe and installation guide of the WinXPe. The third 
chapter includes the installation guide of MySQL server with ODBC connector. The fourth 
chapter includes the introduction to databases. The fifth chapter includes the database-related 
software introduction, the database example and testing of different queries. The sixth chapter 
includes the testing of database function by using MFC application to execute query directly, 
calculate code execution time and discuss exception handling. The seventh chapter includes 
performance evaluation of serial port based on packet error rate. The eighth chapter is the 
conclusion of the thesis. 

1.3. Background 

The local server is a part of remote monitoring and control system to preserve valuable 
buildings. The structure of the system is shown as the following format [1]. 

Wireless Sensor Network+Local Server---||---Data Transfer---||---Main Server---||---Clients 

The ZigBee standard is used by this system for wireless sensor networking. 
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Chapter 2: Installation guide of Windows XP Embedded 

2.1. Windows Xpe 

Windows XP Professional has a componentized version known as windows XP embedded, 
which is made mainly for low specification systems. It has a huge library which contains 
12,000 different installed components that can be used while making operating system image. 
Extra components can be installed depending on one’s need. A general XPe image has a size 
of 8 MB with a bootable kernel and can be expanded depending on our systems need. 

2.2. Preference of Windows XPe over Windows Xp 

Microsoft Windows XP is a very popular operating system that has been using in homes, 
offices and industrial segments. Anyone can find it on desktop computers as well as on 
Laptops that have powerful hardware specifications. When it comes to computer with low 
hardware specifications or low resources, switching to embedded systems is a good option. 

Embedded systems are being used for the following reasons [2]. 

 It is a more compact version compared with a bigger operating system (Windows Xp 
Professional/Home). The components can be added in the OS image depending on our 
goals. 

 Small size of Windows XPe around 8MB (Including just kernel and other basic apps 
to run the windows). 

 It greatly reduces the attacker’s possibility to attack on operating system because of 
the selection of lesser components. The attack area is considerably reduced making it 
safer than the full version of XP because of the smaller size of XPe. Windows XP 
Embedded security can be enhanced by limiting device connectivity and available 
ports in the deployed image. 

 By using the componentized version, it can greatly reduce development time and 
lower hardware costs. Windows XPe has the same architecture as Windows XP 
professional, so it don’t have to modify or do special coding with the applications to 
be able to run them on windows XPe. The licenses for windows XPe is much cheaper 
compares to windows XP professional or vista. 

2.3. Comparison between XPe and other Embedded OS 

Windows CE [3] is an attractive choice for embedded applications, but it does not have the 
same flexibility as XPe. Windows CE has completely different architecture from Windows 
XPe. So in order to run an application on windows CE target machine, user have to compile it 
in a specific format. While the good part of Windows CE is that it can be as small as 300 KB. 
The bad point is that with only 700 components to choose from when building your image it 
does not have the flexibility as windows XP embedded. 

2.4. System Requirement for Windows XP Embedded 

Hardware requirements [4] for windows XPe are as follows: 

 500MHz or higher processor 
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 CD-ROM drive or DVD-ROM drive 

 Mouse, Microsoft-approved 
 Keyboard is recommended. 

 At least, 128MB of RAM, but 256MB is preferred(it’s better to upgrade to 
512MB/1GB) 

 USB 2.0 Port 

2.5. Windows XP Embedded Studio Development Tools 

Component Designer: It is used to make new custom components for customized 
applications. E.g. if the driver of a specific device is missing in database of target analyzer, 
component designer can be used to make that driver. 

Target Designer: It is used to create customizable real time embedded images. 

Target Designer: It is used to collect hardware specific data. 

2.6. Installing the Windows XP Embedded 

First install Windows XPe Studio Tools with SP1 and then upgrading it to SP2. This set up is 
performed on a net book on which Windows XPe image is to be installed. Windows 
embedded studio can also be installed on a different computer with same hardware 
specifications. 

2.6.1. Install Development Tools 

1. Running SETUP.EXE will initiate Windows XPe studio setup. 

2. When the installation wizard starts then select the option Tools Setup. 

 

Figure 1: Windows XPe Tools Setup 

3. Enter 25 character product key to proceed with the installation. 
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Figure 2: Fill in User Information 

4. Select “typical” for installation type. The custom option can select by user if want to 
install only specific tool components. 

 

Figure 3: Selecting Installation Type 

5. Now selecting the local computer as the windows server (Where embedded studio will 
be installed). It’s also possible to change the location of file storage. Finally clicking 
next to finish the installation. 
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Figure 4: Selecting Embedded Server Location 

2.6.2. Installing the Database Engine 

After installing tool component, now install the rest of the windows embedded studio 
components. 

In order to create windows embedded images, install the database components which stores 
information about the windows components that can add in windows images. MSDE should 
be installed before installing database components. 

1. Install database engine before installing the database. Select database engine setup 
from the windows embedded studio welcome screen. 

 

Figure 5: Installing Database Engine 

The database engine will be installed without requiring any user information. 
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2. Install database after database engine is installed. Click database setup to install the 

database. 

3. Fill in the user information and enter product key after accepting license agreement. 

4. Select “typical” as the installation type. 

5. Finally, click install to start installing the database. 

2.6.3. Upgrading Windows XP Embedded Service Pack 1 to Service Pack 2 

After the installation of database, upgrade the tools and other components to SP2. It is 
explained step by step below: 

1. The components are updated according to the number on the setup welcome screen. 
Click database engine updates tab on the left-hand side of the welcome screen to 
update the database engine. 

 

Figure 6: Upgrading Database Engine to SP2 

2. First update database engine then tools. To update tools simply click on tools update to 
update them. 

 

Figure 7: Upgrading Tools Component to SP2 
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3. Database engine should be running before upgrading database. If computer is not 
restarted after upgrading database engine then the engine should be manually started. 

To start it manually, Go to run and then type in services.msc. That will open the services' 
windows. Select service console from the panel on the left-hand side and then select 
MSSQLSERVER from the services on the right side. 

Right click on it and click start. 

 

Figure 8: Starting MSSQLSERVER Manually 

4. Finally, to complete the upgrading, switch back to set up screen and select database 
update. 

 

Figure 9: Upgrading Database 
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5. A pop-up window will ask you to back up the current database before upgrading. 
Click next to continue. 

 

Figure 10: Upgrading Database and Backup 

6. An installation summary will be shown in the end to ensure that the installation is 
completed successfully. 

 

Figure 11: Installation Summary 
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2.6.4. Creating Windows XP Embedded image 

Since windows XP embedded studio is installed on the computer. The method to create 
Windows XPe image is explained step by step in the following: 

2.6.4.1. Target Analyzer 

Target analyzer is a tool that windows embedded studio utilized to access the hardware 
information of the machine on which the image will be running. 

 

Figure 12: Using Tap.exe 

There are two types of the target analyzer. One is Target Analyzer that gives information 
about the main hardware of the system. Second is Target Analyzer Probe that gives 
information about all the hardware and sub hardware of system. 

1. By clicking on “tap.exe”, it will show the target analyzer version and the processing of 
creating hardware information. 

 

Figure 13: Target Analyzer Processing 
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2. After the processing is done ‘tap.exe’ will store all the hardware information in a file 
named devices.pmq. It is found in C:\Windows XP embedded tools\utilities\ folder. 

2.6.4.2. Using Target Designer 

This is the main tool for creating images. It also add different windows embedded 
components and drivers to windows embedded image. 

1. Click start -> All Programs -> Microsoft Windows Embedded Studio -> Target 
Designer. 

 

Figure 14: Starting Target Designer 

2. After the target designer is opened, Click file menu->New and create a new profile. 
Select an image name in Configuration Name (Default name is MyConfiguration) and 
click ok. 

 

Figure 15: New Configuration for Creating Image 

3. To import the hardware list to configuration image. Click file->import and select the 
file device.pmq from the utilities' folder. 
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Figure 16: Importing Hardware List 

After selecting the device.pmq file the designer will confirm to import. Click start to start 
importing the files to image. 

 

Figure 17: Processing Hardware List 

4. After the importing is done. The name of image is shown in the middle panel and 
under that the list of hardware components is shown. 
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Figure 18: View of Transferred Hardware Drivers 

2.6.4.3. Using Design Templates 

Since hardware components are added, now it’s time to add the required windows component 
into image. There are a lot of windows components on the left hand panel. There is another 
good feature of windows embedded studio that it comes with already build templates. If the 
purpose is to make image for a specific machine, simply can select its template, and all the 
required files will be added to the image. 

 

Figure 19: Design Templates 

The components can also be added by double clicking on it or by right clicking and then 
selecting to add. 

2.6.4.4. Checking Dependencies 

This checking dependency function will check that user added all the right components for 
image and if any is missing it will warn about it. 

1. Click on configuration menu and select check dependencies. A window will pop up 
showing the progress of dependency check. After the process is finished click close to 
continue. 
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Figure 20: Checking Dependencies 

2. The missing components that need to add will be shown in the lower panel named 
tasks. First to resolve these dependencies in order to make image work error less. 

 

Figure 21: Missing Components 

3. The dependency can be solved by double clicking on it and then selecting the right 
options. Fix all the dependencies until there are no more left. 

2.6.4.5. Building the Image 

Since all the dependencies are solved, so build the windows image. 

1. Click builds the image from the configuration menu. 
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Figure 22: Building OS Image 

2. Select the Destination folder for the image to be saved and finally click build. 
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Chapter 3: Installation guide of MySQL Server with ODBC Connector 

3.1. Installation of MySQL Server 

Step 1 

 

Figure 23: Setup Wizard Start 

Step 2 

 

Figure 24: License Agreement 
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Step 3 

 

Figure 25: Setup Type 

Step 4 

 

Figure 26: Begin Installation 

Step 5 

 

Figure 27: In process Installation 
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Step 6 

 

Figure 28: Installation Completed 

3.1.1. MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard 

MySQL server instance configuration wizard can be launched by its entry in MySQL section 
of Windows Start menu. The MySQLInstanceConfig file can also be launched from the bin 
directory of MySQL installation. 

 

Figure 29: Configuration Start Wizard 

Then click ‘Next’ to go on subsequently process. If an already existing configuration file 
detects by the Config Wizard, then there is an option of removing the server instance or 
reconfiguring the existing server. 
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Figure 30: Configuration type 

When new installation or reconfiguration of existing installation started, then it has 
Configuration Type dialog selection. There are two types of configuration available: Standard 
Configuration and Detailed Configuration. The standard configuration is for new users who 
want quickly to start with MySQL without having many decisions about configuration of 
server. The detailed configuration is for advanced users who want good control over 
configuration of server. 

 

Figure 31: Server Type 

There is a choice to select one between three different types of server: 
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1. Developer Machine: When the purpose is to use MySQL only for personal use then 
this option will select and to use minimal part of system resources. 

2. Server Machine: When MySQL server is running with other server configurations like 
email, Web servers, FTP, etc. and use moderate part of system resources. 

3. Dedicated MySQL Server Machine: The purpose to select this option is that for a 
server machine to run only MySQL server and assume no other programs are running 
and use all system resources. 

 

Figure 32: Database Usage 

The storage engines indicate through the Database Usage dialog when MySQL tables create 
by users. There are three types of the storage engine. 

1. Multifunctional Database: This option is best for those users who use both MyISAM 
and InnoDB storage engines regularly. 

2. Transactional Database: This option is best for those users who less use MyISAM and 
almost exclusively use the InnoDB storage engine. 

3. Non-Transactional Database: This option is best for those users who only use the 
MyISAM storage engine. 
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Figure 33: InnoDB Table space Setting 

The InnoDB table space files can be relocated than data directory of MySQL server as user 
desire. This is possible only if the users system has available higher performance or capacity 
storage device like RAID storage system. 

 

Figure 34: Concurrent Connections 

It is essential to limit  the no. of concurrent connections that can be established to the MySQL 
server, so that the server does not become out of resources. There are three options here. 

1. Decision support: This option limits the number of concurrent connection with the 
database application. 
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2. Online Transaction Processing: This option has the large number of concurrent 
connection with the database application. 

3. Manual Setting: This option is for the maximum number of desirable concurrent 
connection with the database application manually. 

 

Figure 35: Networking Options 

The first Networking option disables or enables TCP/IP networking, and the port number 
configuration used for MySQL server connection. The second mode option disables or 
enables strict mode. If strict mode is enabled than MySQL act like other DBMS. 

 

Figure 36: Character Set 

There are three types of Character set and these are: 
1. Standard Character Set: This option makes latin1 as the default character set for 

server. It is used for many Western European languages and also English. 
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2. Best Support for Multilingualism: This option makes utf8 that is Unicode character 
set, as the default character set for server. It can store many different languages' 
characters. 

3. Manual Selected Default Character Set / Collation: This option is to select character 
set manually that act as the server’s default character set. 

 

Figure 37: Windows Options 

By default, the Wizard installs the MySQL server as a service with the name MySQL. The 
service name can be changed by picking from the drop-down box for a new service name. 

 

Figure 38: Security Options 

This option is for security setting. The “root” is password for MySQL server and can be by 
default. 
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Figure 39: Configuration Execution 

The Confirmation Dialog is the final dialog of MySQL Server Instance Config Wizard. Click 
the Execute button to start configuration process. So Wizard executes many tasks in series and 
on the screen display the progress. 

 

Figure 40: Execution Complete 

First, the Wizard find out configuration file options that are based on user choices by using a 
template which is prepared by MySQL engineers and developers. The template named “my-
template.ini” which locates in directory of server installation. Then the Wizard writes these 
options to the related configuration file. The Wizard then starts the service on the MySQL 
server and also applies security settings that are selected. When all tasks completed, it shows 
summary. Click ‘Finish’ button to exit the Wizard. 
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3.2. Installation of ODBC Connector 

Step 1 

 

Figure 41: Setup Wizard Start 

Step 2 

 

Figure 42: License Agreement 

Step 3 
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Figure 43: Setup Type 

Step 4 

 

Figure 44: Installation Started 

Step 5 

 

Figure 45: Installation Completed 
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Chapter 4: Databases 

4.1. Introduction to Databases 

The most basic form or definition of database [5] is a list of information or number of lists 
which work together. It is an important part of our daily life. For example, directory of 
telephone is also a database in paper form. The internet search engines like Yahoo and Google 
are very huge databases and containing millions of web pages' information. 

4.1.1. Tables 

A particular type of information can be stored in databases. In case of the telephone directory 
book, the information about businesses is in yellow pages and about people is in the white 
pages. This entire information stores by the database is in table form. Each table consists of a 
row for each business or person and column for each type of information like name, address, 
contact number, etc. The following table shows a simple employee table. 

Table 1: Employee Table 

Emp_Id Emp_FName Emp_LName Emp_JobTitle 
1 Akram Mahmood President Marketing 
2 Aslam Ali VP Marketing 
3 Raja Awan Manager Marketing 
4 Muhammad Ali Sales Representive 
 

The most important thing as a table is that it stores only one type of information. If the 
database needs more than one type of thing to store, then this is done by using more than one 
table. For example, a school database would have tables of staff, teaching staff, administrative 
staff, classes, classrooms, students, etc. Therefore, keep the different type of information in 
different tables makes a database very efficient and looks highly organized. 

4.1.2. Rows and Records 

The above employee table “Table 1” is a simple employee table that contains information of 
four employees. Every employee has information at its own line. These lines are called rows 
and the data it has called a record. In a table each row has all information specific to single 
employee. 

4.1.3. Columns and Fields 

Every row in a table consists of different pieces of information. In the above employee table 
“Table 1” example, pieces are employee id, first name, last name, employee job title. In 
“Table 1”, each piece has particular type of information stores. This is called column or field. 

4.2. Database Keys 

The key in a database table is a feature that is used to identify or sort data in some manner. 
Each table has some keys like primary key, foreign key, etc. 

4.2.1. Primary Key 

The primary key is essential and important for one or more columns of every database table. 
This key holds a unique value for each record in the table. When a primary key set it up in the 
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table of database, the DBMS will impose the uniqueness of the key. The insert will fail if a 
data insert into a table with a primary key that replica of an existing data. 

4.2.2. Foreign Key 

The foreign key is used to create relationships between different tables of database. In most 
database structures, natural relationships already exist between tables. The primary key of one 
table can be used in another table of same database, and it acts as a foreign key in the other 
table. 

4.3. Relational Databases 

Since a database consists of different tables for different type of data. Consider the “Product 
Sale” database example that consists of Customer, Employee, Order, Order Detail, Product 
and Product detail. The “Product Sale” database example is explained in Chapter 5 of this 
report. There is a way to connect records in one table and also relevant records in other tables. 
In databases, this is defined by relationships between the tables. 

4.4. Microsoft Access 

Microsoft Access is a DBMS system that joins the relational Microsoft Jet Database Engine 
with software-development tools and also a graphical user interface. It stores data that based 
on the Access Jet Database Engine. It can be used to develop application software. It is 
supported by Visual Studio for applications. Therefore, the database functions have also been 
verified by using the access software. 

4.5. Structured Query Language 

SQL referred as Structured Query Language, and it is a programming language for special 
purpose and designed for data managing in RDBMS (relational database management 
system). Its scope consists of queries of data insert, update, delete, creation and modification 
of tables, and data access control. It is divided into different language elements like [6]: 

1. Clauses: Essential components or parts of queries and statements. 
2. Expressions: Create tables. 
3. Predicates: Specify conditions that limit the effects of queries and statements. 
4. Queries: Retrieve data that base on specific condition and important element of SQL. 
5. Statements: Control program flow, transactions, connections, etc. and have constant 

effect on data. 

4.5.1. Query Structure 

The update query for table 1 name employee table is following. 

Update clause— {UPDATE Employee 

Set clause--------- {SET Emp_JobTitle = ‘Chief Executive’ 

Where clause----- {WHERE Emp_FName = ‘Aslam’; 

All lines in the query are called statements. In set clause, ‘Chief Executive’ is called 
expression. In where clause Emp_FName = ‘Aslam’ is called predicate. 
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4.5.2. Command Categories of SQL 

SQL commands consist of different functional groups [5], and these are: 

4.5.2.1. Data Definition 

MySQL, Oracle, MS SQL servers, etc. are database platforms, and they give an environment 
in order to work with tables. They don’t give already created tables. For this purpose, SQL 
gives a collection of commands: CREATE, DROP, ALTER, TRUNCATE, etc. The Data 
Definition Language is a group for these commands. 

4.5.2.2. Data Control 

The ability to use the particular table by some users while others cannot is impose by user’s 
privileges for specific activities. These privileges permit a user to execute specific actions on 
database tables. For example, to insert or delete records from a table. SQL commands 
REVOKE and GRANT can be removed and assigned database privileges respectively and this 
command group is called Data Control Language. 

4.5.2.3. Data Manipulation 

After table creation, the next step is to add data. Therefore, SQL gives an INSERT command. 
After data insertion, it can be changed by using UPDATE command or can be removed by 
using DELETE command. This command group is called Data Manipulation language. 

4.5.2.4. Data Retrieval 

The purpose of putting data into database tables is to get it again as required in a controlled 
manner. For this purpose, SELECT command can be used. This command has many 
parameters that give a lot of flexibility. 

4.5.2.5. Transaction Control 

In order to cancel any latest DML commands, SQL gives an undo capability. For this purpose 
COMMIT command can be used to save changes to the database or undo them by issuing a 
ROLLBACK command and this undo capability is for multiple levels. SQL provides 
SAVEPOINT command to undo to intermediate points whatever point to want to rollback. 
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Chapter 5: Verification of Database Function 

5.1. Software Used 

a. MySQL Server 5.5 
b. ODBC connector 5.2 
c. Navicat 10 

5.2. MySQL Server 

The following is the key features of MySQL Server. 

 It is an open-source RDBMS. 
 It is fast, flexible and reliable DBMS. 
 It is also multithreaded and multi-user RDBMS. 
 This server is mostly used for web applications on the internet. 
 It also gives the facility to change the structure of database table while the server is 

running. 
 This server support more than twenty different platform. 
 It has the capacity to store data into the database of many GB’s. 
 It also gives the facility of cloud based mysql deployment in which shared software; 

resources and information have been provided to computers and other devices as a 
utility over a network typically the internet. 

5.3. ODBC Connector 

ODBC abbreviated from Open Database Connectivity. It is based on Structured Query 
Language (SQL) which is a standard for accessing data. The purpose of using ODBC is to 
create connection between a computer and a database. It also contains information that is 
required for computer user to access data of database. 

5.3.1. Working Scenario of ODBC 

There is no need for ODBC connector to know about each type of database, any application 
just speaks with an ODBC driver who understands that format. Whenever a particular type of 
database is given to the ODBC driver, any program can read databases in that format, i.e. 
DBMS includes MySQL, Microsoft Access, Oracle, IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, etc. 

5.4. Navicat 

Navicat is graphical database development and management software for MySQL, MS SQL 
Server, and Oracle, etc. Its graphical user interface is similar to explorer. It can support 
several database connections for remote and local databases. 

5.4.1. Features of Navicat 

The following is the key feature of Navicat. 

 It is a visual query builder. 
 It has the ability of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and SSH (Secure Shell) 

tunneling i.e. tunneling is the data transmission of corporate network through the 
public network in such a manner that the routing nodes in public network are 
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uninformed that the transmission of data is a part of a private network. HTTP protocol 
is used to transfer or exchange hypertext. SSH can make a remote connection to a 
machine and remotely execute commands. 

 It works as an import and export tool of data migration. 
 It has the ability of report building. 
 It can keep a backup of data. 

5.5. Product Sale Database 

This database has seven tables. These are following: 

5.5.1. Customer 

 

Figure 46: Customer Table 

5.5.2. Employee 

 

Figure 47: Employee Table 

5.5.3. Order 

 

Figure 48: Order Table 
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5.5.4. Order Detail 

 

Figure 49: Order Detail Table 

5.5.5. Payment 

 

Figure 50: Payment Table 

5.5.6. Product 

 

Figure 51: Product Table 

5.5.7. Product Type 

 

Figure 52: Product Type Table 
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5.6. Relationship between Tables 

The following figure 53 demonstrates the relationship between all the above seven tables of 
database. 

 

Figure 53: Relationship between Tables 

5.7. Query Testing 

5.7.1. Insert Query 

The statement INSERT INTO is used to insert new record or a row with data in a table. 

 

Figure 54: Insert Query 

This query is used for insertion of data into table customer. It affected one row in the table 
and takes 0.057ms time for execution. 

5.7.2. Select and Where Query 

The statement SELECT is used to select specific or all the data of a table in the database. If 
asterisk (*) is used after writing SELECT, then it selects all the data of a table and for specific 
data, use only required name of columns after writing SELECT. The records of table are 
filtered by using WHERE clause. It only extracts those records that fulfill the specific criteria. 
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Figure 55: Select and Where Query 

This query shows all the data of customer table except the data who’s FirstName is umair. 

5.7.3. Select, Where and Order by Query 

The statement ORDER BY used to arrange the result set in terms of specified column. By 
default, it arranges the data in ascending order. 

 

Figure 56: Select, Where and Order by Query 

This query is same as the above query in figure 55, but “ORDER BY” FirstName is used to 
see the data in ascending order. 
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5.7.4. Sub Query 

A subquery is nested inside a statement or another subquery. It can be used where expression 
is allowed. The statement containing subquery called an outer select or outer query while a 
subquery called an inner select or inner query. 

 

Figure 57: Sub Query 

This query is also a conditional query but here the condition depends upon another table 
“order” query. 

 

Figure 58: Sub Query 

This query is same as above sub query in figure 57, but here to select specific column data. 
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5.7.5. Join Query 

The statement JOIN is used to get specific data from more than two tables, and it depends 
upon a relationship between those tables. In a database, tables are related with each other 
through keys. 

 

Figure 59: Join Query 

This query show specific columns of data from different tables that are joined together. 

5.7.6. Select Data from Two Tables Query 

The statement INNER JOIN is used to return rows or records, when in all tables, there is at 
least one match. 

 

Figure 60: Select Data from Two Tables 

This query is same as above join query in figure 59. 
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Chapter 6: Windows Programming 

In Visual C++ 2010, there are three basic methods to create Windows application and these 
are: 

Windows API 
The Windows API is the basic interface that is provided by the Windows operating system for 
communications between the applications and itself. 

Microsoft Foundation Classes 
The MFC is an abbreviation of Microsoft Foundation Classes. The MFC consists of C++ 
language classes, which encapsulate the Windows application programming interface. 

Windows Form 
This is Windows form based development method to create applications, which execute with 
the CLR. 

6.1. Introduction to Microsoft Foundation Classes 

An API (application programming interface) is a specification used as an interface for 
communication between software components. This may contain specifications for object 
classes, variables, data structures and routines. The MFC is a library that envelops parts of the 
Windows API in C++ classes and also that is not a class based. It has the object-oriented 
framework. It gives a set of classes that enables us to create application with the easy process. 

6.2. Document and View Concept in MFC 

There are two applications oriented entities for the structure of an MFC program, i.e. 
Document and View. The collection of data in application that the user interacts named 
Document. The document word describes something of a textual nature but here document is 
not bounded to text so it could be data for a geometric model, a game, etc. The Document 
term is just a suitable label for application data in a program that treat as one unit. A View 
belongs to a particular document object. Since Document, the term is just a suitable label for 
application data in a program so a View is an object which gives a method for displaying all 
or some of the document data. A program that is supported by MFC library and one document 
to be opened required at a time called Single Document Interface (SDI). So it is called an SDI 
application. A program that is supported by MFC library and more than one document to be 
opened required at a time called Multiple Document Interface (MDI). So it is called an MDI 
application. This thesis work is based on SDI type application. 

There are four basic classes [7] that appear in all MFC Windows applications. 

1. CDatabaseApp is the application class. 
2. CDatabaseWnd is the frame window class. 
3. CDatabaseView is the view class that defines how data (data of CDatabaseDoc) to be 

displayed in client area of the window generated by an object CDatabaseWnd. 
4. CDatabaseDoc is the document class that defines a document which contains 

application data. 
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6.3. Add Event Handler 

First make a new project of SDI type MFC application. Then create a menu option “Run 
Database code” that connects to the database after debugging application result obtained. This 
is due to add an event handler by right clicking on the “Run Database code” option of the 
menu. 

6.4. Database Connection with MFC application 

Since this thesis work based on SDI type MFC based application. This application is 
connected with Microsoft Access database through the following connection string. 

“ODBC;DRIVER = {MICROSOFT ACCES DRIVER (*.mdb)};DSN = ’’;DBQ = C: 
\\Users\\Rashid Mahmood\\Desktop\\ProductSale.mdb;” 

6.5. Time Calculation 

The time is calculated by creating a timer class name “CTimerHR” that accessing the high 
resolution timer by using Windows API function. This class is stored in a header file name 
“CTimerHR.h” and this header file is included in our application in order to calculate the 
execution time of the code of different database queries. First of all, a high resolution timer 
has a frequency, i.e. the clock tick rate per second of processor. The 
QueryPerformanceFrequency () function is used to find the frequency of processor and then 
stores it into LAREGE_INTERGER (i.e. represents a 64-bit signed integer value and defined 
in Windows.h header file) variable that is passed as the argument to the function. This 
function is called in the GetFrequency() member function which is called by the constructor 
of class CTimerHR in order to initialize the class member frequency. The member frequency 
stores time in seconds as a value of double type. This time is in between one clock tick and 
next so on. Since time is reciprocal of frequency and vice versa. The QuadPart member is 
used to stores signed 64-bit integer. 

Then in the main source file, after creating a CTimerHR class’s object at global scope, the 
timer has been started by calling function StartTimer(). The QueryPerformanceCounter() 
function is used to calculate the start time and store in startT member. Similarly, the same 
function is used to calculate the stop time and store in stopT member and also the elapsed 
time returns. The timer has been stopped by calling function StopTimer() for the timer object. 
This function also calculates the elapsed time by taking the difference between start time and 
stop time values and multiplying by the frequency. Therefore, the value of elapsed time being 
returned as a double type in seconds. 
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6.5.1. Case 1: Using 64-bit System 

6.5.1.1. Timing of Connection 

 

Figure 61: Timing of Connection 

The figure 61 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to connect with the 
database. 

6.5.1.2. Time to create One Table 

 

Figure 62: Time to create one Table 

The figure 62 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to create one empty table. 

6.5.1.3. Time to create Two Tables 

 

Figure 63: Time to create two Tables 

The figure 63 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to create two empty tables. 

6.5.1.4. Time of Connection and create Three Tables 

 

Figure 64: Time of Connection and create three Tables 
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The figure 64 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to create three empty 
tables and connection with the database. 

6.5.1.5. Time to Insert 1000 data in one Table 

 

Figure 65: Time to Insert 1000 data in one Table 

The figure 65 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to insert 1000 data in one 
table. 

6.5.1.6. Time to Insert 1000 data in Two Tables 

 

Figure 66: Time to Insert 1000 data in two Tables 

The figure 66 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to insert 1000 data in two 
tables. 

6.5.1.7. Time to Insert 1000 data in Three Tables 

 

Figure 67: Time to Insert 1000 data in three Tables 

The figure 67 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to insert 1000 data in three 
tables. 

6.5.1.8. Table Deletion Time 

 

Figure 68: Table Deletion Time 
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The figure 68 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to delete a table. 

6.5.1.9. Table Updating Time 

 

Figure 69: Table Updating Time 

The figure 69 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to update table values. 

6.5.1.10. Total Time 

 

Figure 70: Total Time 

The figure 70 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time for connection, creation of 
three tables and then insert 1000 data in three tables. 

6.5.2. Case 2: Using 32-bit System 

6.5.2.1. Timing of Connection 

 

Figure 71: Timing of Connection 

The figure 71 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to connect with the 
database. 

6.5.2.2. Time to create One Table 

 

Figure 72: Time to create one Table 

The figure 72 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to create one empty table. 
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6.5.2.3. Time to create Two Tables 

 

Figure 73: Time to create two Tables 

The figure 73 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to create two empty tables. 

6.5.2.4. Time of Connection and create Three Tables 

 

Figure 74: Time of Connection and create three Tables 

The figure 74 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to create three empty 
tables and connection with the database. 

6.5.2.5. Time to Insert 1000 data in one Table 

 

Figure 75: Time to Insert 1000 data in one Table 

The figure 75 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to insert 1000 data in one 
table. 

6.5.2.6. Time to Insert 1000 data in Two Tables 

 

Figure 76: Time to Insert 1000 data in two Tables 

The figure 76 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to insert 1000 data in two 
tables. 
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6.5.2.7. Time to Insert 1000 data in Three Tables 

 

Figure 77: Time to Insert 1000 data in three Tables 

The figure 77 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to insert 1000 data in three 
tables. 

6.5.2.8. Table Deletion Time 

 

Figure 78: Table Deletion Time 

The figure 78 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to delete a table. 

6.5.2.9. Table Updating Time 

 

Figure 79: Table Updating Time 

The figure 79 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time to update table values. 

6.5.2.10. Total Time 

 

Figure 80: Total Time 

The figure 80 shows start time, stop time, frequency and total time for connection, creation of 
three tables and then insert 1000 data in three tables. 

Table 2: Timing of Code Execution (Using 64-bit System) 

Code Type Calculated Time (Second) 
Timing of Connection 0.0949 
Timing of One Table Creation 0.0012 
Timing of Two Tables Creation 0.0019 
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Timing of Connection and Three Tables Creation 0.1142 
Time to Insert 1000 data in one Table 1.4818 
Time to Insert 1000 data in Two Tables 2.7507 
Time to Insert 1000 data in Three Tables 4.0541 
Table Deletion Time 0.1027 
Table Updating Time 0.0193 
Total Time 4.1449 
 

Table 3: Timing of Code Execution (Using 32-bit System) 

Code Type Calculated Time (Second) 
Timing of Connection 0.3312 
Timing of One Table Creation 0.0033 
Timing of Two Tables Creation 0.0056 
Timing of Connection and Three Tables Creation 0.3460 
Time to Insert 1000 data in one Table 3.7194 
Time to Insert 1000 data in Two Tables 7.4505 
Time to Insert 1000 data in Three Tables 10.9898 
Table Deletion Time 0.0017 
Table Updating Time 0.0061 
Total Time 11.3062 
 

6.6. Exception Handling 

Exceptions [7] are unexpected conditions or a way of flagging errors that occur in the C++ 
program. If the memory a user request cannot be allocated, then the new operator throws an 
exception. The statement “if” is used to test some expression to handle error conditions in 
programs and then executing some specific code. There are two keywords that are used by 
exception mechanism: 

1. try ---- it identifies a block of code in which exception can occur. 
2. catch ---- it identifies a code block in which exception handled. 

The try block’s code is executed in normal sequence. This block defines where an exception 
can occur. When an exception is raised, the execution sequence continues with catch block, 
after this execution it continues with the next loop iteration. When there is no exception, the 
catch block does not execute. Both the try and catch block regarded as a single unit by the 
compiler. Exceptions can be raised or thrown any place in the code within a try block, and the 
type of exception determines through the operand of the throw statements. 

In case of MFC, the try and catch are defined as macros. These were created in MFC before 
the implementation in the C++ language for exception handling. Generally, the MFC 
functions that throw exceptions are of class type, i.e. CException that needs to catch the 
exception not as the type of exception but as a pointer. 
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6.6.1. Handling of Memory Allocation Errors 

When memory is allocated for variables by using ‘new’ operator [6], the user does not take 
into account the possibility that it might not be allocated the memory. An exception is raised 
that causes the termination of the program, if the memory is not allocated. In most situations, 
ignored the exception is acceptable like in case of having no memory left is a condition for a 
program termination and could not do anything about this. On the other hand, there can be 
some conditions that may be able to do something or may want to report the error or trouble 
in some way then in this situation, catch the exception that new operator raised or thrown. 
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Chapter 7 Performance of Serial Port 

7.1. Packet Error Rate 

The packet error rate (PER) is the number of lost data packets out of the total number of 
packets sent. 

7.1.1. Working Scenario 

The packets are sent from CC2530DK to target system (Netbook). Each message is sent with 
the interval specified by the user. The following task should be performed by sending specific 
number of messages with a time interval of 0.1 seconds and then calculating packet error rate 
after receiving them at target system (Netbook). 

To achieve the above scenario on CC2530DK side, a timer is created in the main event which 
sends a user defined message after a time interval of 0.1 sec. The number of messages being 
sent is controlled by a counter which has a condition to stop after sending a specific number 
of messages. The messages sent are also displayed on CC2530DK LCD display so that the 
user can keep track of sent messages. 

 

Figure 81: CC2530DK sending Messages 

While on the receiver side, it is receiving messages through USB port. These messages are 
received character by character and are stored in a buffer. Each message is in a specific 
message format which is defined by the user. Our message format consists of 
“indexpayload,test#”. We are keeping track of messages by the index (integer) attached with 
each message.   Each message ends with a special symbol “#” which is used to calculate the 
number of packets. In order to calculate the Packet Error Rate (PER), take index of each 
message and compare that with packet Number. If they are not same then increment PER. The 
following figure shows the output for testing PER on Windows XP. To check packet error 
rate we send the different number of messages with a time interval of 0.1 sec in between each 
message. The results are shown in the following figures. 
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Figure 82: PER for 1000 messages on Windows Xp 

 

Figure 83: PER for 50000 messages on Windows Xp 

 

 

Figure 84: PER for 20000 messages on Windows Xp 

The following figure 85 is the Packet error test taken in Windows XP embedded. The packet 
loss for 1000 messages was same for both windows XP and Windows XP Embedded. 
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Figure 85: PER for 20000 messages on Windows XPe 

Since it is clear from figure 84 and 85 that Packet error rate in Windows XPe is much more 
less than Windows Xp. There is a loss of thousand messages in windows XP compare to 
Windows XPe. 

7.2. Program Work Flow 

7.2.1. Transmitter side 

First two integer variables namely counter and count are initialized along with a string 
variable named buff. “Counter” is to keep the track of number of messages sent and “count” is 
to count the index of each message. “Count” is converted to string and stored in buff. The 
index is than concatenated and stored in buff to our message stored in “MSG”. The above 
steps are repeated as many times as the condition for send message is yes. 

7.2.2. Receiver side 

The following steps should be done at the receiver side: Initializing “pkt_count” to calculate 
number of packets, “PER” for packet error rate and “index” to store each message index. 
Receiving characters from serial port till “#” is received. “pkt_count” is incremented after 
reception of “#”, which tells that one packet is received. Than “index” is compared with 
“pkt_count”, if its same the program proceed and if it isn’t than “per” is incremented showing 
packet loss. 

The following figure 86, show the flow chart of above description. 
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Figure 86: Program Flowchart (Transmitter and Receiver side) 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Discussion 

The most compatible embedded OS with Windows XP is Windows XP Embedded. The 32-bit 
Windows XP Embedded with required components on the embedded computer that the ITN 
department has given us has been successfully installed. This embedded computer acts as a 
local server. The MySQL server, ODBC connector and MS Access have also been installed 
on this embedded computer in order to verify the database functions through different SQL 
queries. The system has the ability to connect with network via Wifi, Ethernet, etc. The MFC 
based SDI and dialog type applications are also created that evaluate the performance of 
database functions through different SQL queries. The performance is also evaluated by 
calculating the time that is required to execute different queries. The time is calculated on 
both the 64-bit and 32-bit system. The performance of serial port is determined by MFC based 
dialogue type application that displays the packet error rate on both the Windows XP and 
Windows XP Embedded. We observed that there was a loss of around 3000 messages in 
Windows XP, while in Windows XP embedded there was a loss of around 2000 messages. 
Which shows that the Packet error rate in Windows XP is 16 % while in Windows XP 
embedded it is 10 %. So it is clear from the numerical figures that there is a 6 % performance 
improvement in Windows XP embedded. 
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